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A victims nightmare but a lovers dream,
Tonic is back and is on a mission!! In
Homocidal 2: Kill Or Be Killed, Tonic is
on the run and wanted in two cities, the
nations capital, Atlanta and counting. He
returns to the root of his problems to get
revenge on those who wronged him. While
on the run Tonic assumes some baggage
that wasnt a part of his original plan. This
unsuspected baggage attempts to put a
damper on his flow. But will he allow it?
CAUTION: The Homocidal series is not
for the faint at heart. Lore takes this highly
anticipated sequel to another level.
Homocidal 2, is filled with drama,
bloodshed, hilarity, sex, suspense and
twists and turns that youll never see
coming.
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